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Chapter 1 
Overview 
Performance monitoring and benchmarking are important contributors to policy and planning 
processes. Tourism presents particular challenges as visitor expenditure supports a broad 
spectrum of commercial activity throughout hundreds of the economy’s industrial divisions. It 
has been difficult to establish financial performance benchmarks at divisional level because 
enterprise performance is generally confidential (unless required to be disclosed – e.g. as part of 
an obligation to list on a public exchange such as NZX). More easily identified alternatives are 
generally activity based (e.g. revenues, customer volumes, market share) and whilst useful they 
offer no insight into financial or economic performance. 
 
The benchmarking metrics in this report include Financial Yield (FY) and a variety of operating 
ratios based on revenue. These benchmarks represent the consolidated financial performance of 
enterprise business units within New Zealand Tourism’s characteristic and related industries. 
They reflect the degree to which divisions generate wealth (Financial Yield) and report the 
operating parameters associated with that performance.  
 
Data has been sourced from Statistics NZ’s Annual Enterprise Surveys conducted over the period 
2001-2005 together with supplementary information supplied to them by Inland Revenue thus 
enabling broad coverage of the tourism sectors. 
 
Approximately 57,000 enterprises have been included in this study with each enterprise 
contributing results to all or part of the analysis period. Enterprises are comprised of one or more 
business activity units (Kind of Activity Unit – KAU). Each business unit is classified into a 
“division” of the Australia, New Zealand standard industry code (ANZSIC). Business activities 
are also consolidated at an umbrella level known as group top enterprise (GTE). Confidentiality 
rules ensure that it is not possible to identify the performance of any single enterprise or business 
unit. 
 
Business activity in the retail sector is known as Tourism Related whereas trading in all other 
reported sectors is known as Tourism Characteristic. Tourism related activities derive between 5 
percent and 25 percent of their revenues from visitor expenditure whereas for tourism 
characteristic activities this proportion exceeds 25 percent. 
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 Chapter 2 
Interpretation and Usage 
These benchmarks have been compiled from the consolidated performance of thousands of 
enterprise “business units” (KAU) and each division may be viewed as a “super-business unit” 
whose revenues, expenses and assets are the average of the data from all divisional trading 
activity over the period 2001-2005. 
 
Statistics New Zealand records enterprises at two levels: at a single consolidated level (GTE) and 
at one or more business activity levels (KAU). In some cases there are also multiple activities - 
each of which may be associated with a different division – i.e. ANZSIC. Multiple activities are 
generally associated with larger enterprises 
 
If an enterprise reports on activities or business units operating in multiple divisions, the data 
associated with each business unit is deemed to reflect the resources needed to trade effectively. 
For example, a Hotel (H571010) that has distinct business units providing accommodation, food 
and beverage and retail liquor sales will be deemed to have reported all respective revenues, 
expenses and assets in ANZSIC divisions H571010, H573000 and G512300. Fewer than 10 
percent of enterprises examined had distinct business units operating in multiple tourism 
divisions. Enterprises operating in both tourism and non-tourism divisions only have tourism 
business activity recorded in this study. Examples of non-tourism activities include the services, 
government, manufacturing or agricultural sectors of the economy. 
 
Average annual demand as indicated in the benchmark table reflects only the demand directly 
associated with the activities of that division. Accordingly, divisions can be further consolidated 
to indicate the performance of a sector – e.g. Transportation. 
 
Statistics New Zealand deems some data confidential to its respondents and it cannot be released 
at the level of detail reported here. However, all divisional confidential data has been 
consolidated in tourism sector results. 
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 Chapter 3 
Benchmark Definitions 
There is one key benchmark that informs on overall financial and economic sustainability and 
several others that may assist with diagnosis. 
 
a. Financial Yield (FY) is the ratio of a division’s net operating profit after taxes (NOPAT) to 
its assets.  
NOPAT has been derived from the following expression: 
 
(Gross Operating Surplus)*(1-Tax Rate) + Interest Expenses; 
 
Gross Operating Surplus is the trading surplus without “Salaries and Wages to Working Proprietor” expenses. 
The Tax rate is nominally 33 percent 
 
And 
Assets = Shareholder Funds + Total Liabilities 
 
Note that Salaries and Wages to Working Proprietors are deemed to be dividends rather than operating 
expenses. 
 
At division level, FY is not only a comparative benchmark, but it also reflects the degree to 
which business activity compares with opportunities for alternative use of capital. Division 
enterprises fund their operations through combinations of debt and equity, the cost of which 
depends on its source and the security offered to the lender. Sources of funds for small and 
medium enterprises include proprietor’s equity and trading banks whereas larger enterprises may 
source funds from shareholders, corporate investors and banks. The risk profiles of each of these 
are reflected in the cost of capital (debt and equity). Where FY meets or exceeds the cost of 
capital, trading generates wealth in accordance with expectations and is generally economically 
sustainable. Where FY does not exceed the cost of capital, alternative uses of that capital would 
be expected to generate more wealth and trading may not be economically sustainable. Three 
benchmark rates were chosen to reflect the different risk profiles of enterprises operating in 
tourism divisions: 
 
1. Base Lending Rate, 6.90 percent1 after tax over the analysis period. Applicable to 
businesses meeting the lending criteria of Trading Banks,  
2. Home Mortgage Rate, 5.3 percent2 after tax over the analysis period. Mainly applicable to 
proprietors pledging personal equity, such as their home, as security to fund small 
enterprises,  and finally, 
3. Risk-adjusted Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), 9.1 percent3 after tax as the 
mid-point of September 2005 and March 2006. Applicable to larger public enterprises 
reliant on unsecured equity funding from the open market. 
 
                                                 
1  Reserve Bank of New Zealand, B3 Interest Rates on Lending and Deposits 1964-2007 
2  Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Retail Floating Mortgage Rates, 1964-2006 
3  Price Waterhouse Coopers, Cost of Capital Report, September 2005 & March 2006, Tourism and Leisure Sector 
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The Risk Free rate over the analysis period, available from 5 year NZ government bonds, was 
4.14 percent4 after tax. 
 
A minimal objective would be that the long-run FY of a division exceeds the base lending rate to 
ensure that bank-sourced investment funding is available to its enterprises. 
 
b. Operating Ratios  
A number of ratios are included to assist performance analysis: 
1. Total Expenses/Revenue. This is a common operating ratio used by many to indicate pre-
tax margins. This ratio should always be less than 100 percent, with a likely range between 
80 percent and 97 percent. High turnover divisions generally display ratios at the top of this 
range, whereas lower turnover divisions are generally found in the mid/lower range. 
2. Financial Cost/Revenue is a ratio that indicates the level of borrowing. This indicator will 
seldom exceed 10 percent of revenue. Most borrowing is an unavoidable expense (once 
undertaken) and a high Financial Cost/Revenue ratio is one indicator of the pressure on 
working capital if revenues decline for seasonal or other reasons. 
3. Assets/Revenue is a ratio that informs on the degree to which resources ‘turn over’ in 
trading. Akin to inventory efficiency, low Asset/Revenue ratios reflect modest resources 
needed to achieve business results whereas high Asset/Revenue ratios reflect a more 
substantial and rigid set of resources to achieve business results. It was not possible to 
isolate all of the resources used to achieve business results (e.g. leased assets were 
unidentifiable and were regarded as expenses). The manner of funding an asset should not 
reflect on the economic or financial sustainability of an enterprise so some care should be 
taken with this ratio and only its broad ranges used for comparison purposes. If FY is to be 
improved in the short term, the most fruitful avenue is to attempt to increase operating 
profit via expense reduction and revenue improvement since short term asset reductions are 
often impractical. Over longer timeframes, asset efficiency is essential. 
4. All Salaries/Revenue and Employee Salaries/Revenue are ratios that reflect the human 
resource levels associated with trading. Whilst many enterprises use FTE (full time 
equivalent staff) metrics, financial ratios indicate the level of dependence on labour 
resources in the same way as one would view assets or capital resources. Again, the ratios 
are best compared with peer division values or an exemplar that might be imitated. Trading 
enterprises may have ratios in the range 3 percent to 25 percent depending on the nature of 
their business. Note that the ratio Salaries and Wages to Working Proprietors/Revenue is 
the difference between All Salaries/Revenue and Employee Salaries/Revenue. 
5. Depn/Revenue is the ratio of reported depreciation to revenue. In FY calculations, 
depreciation is deemed an operating expense maintaining asset “fitness for purpose”. For 
many tourism enterprises product “form” is determined by assets (e.g. accommodation, 
hospitality, transport) which are funded via depreciation. Product “functionality” is a 
separate expense that is funded via repairs and maintenance. 
6. VA/Revenue. The Value Add to Revenue Ratio reflects the contribution revenue makes to 
labour, capital, financial charges, tax and depreciation. Value Add is also used in the TSA 
to denote the contribution of tourism expenditure (revenue) to the national economy. 
However, at the national economy level, the only residual that is not another sector’s 
                                                 
4  Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D4 History of NZ Govt Bond Sales by Tender (short term), 1964-2007 
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labour, capital, etc, are imports. Enterprise or Sector Value Add is therefore a measure of 
the consumption of materials and services.  
7. FCF/Revenue. Free Cash Flow to Revenue Ratio reflects the contribution revenue makes to 
capital (assets, shareholders funds). Nominal taxation (33%) is deducted from gross 
operating surplus and Salaries and Wages to Working Proprietors is deemed to be a capital 
item (a dividend stream to working shareholders). Nominal EVA® may also be calculated 
from the expression: EVA = (FY –Cost of Capital)*Assets/Revenue; where the applicable 
cost of capital benchmark must be chosen (See section 3a for examples). 
8. Tourism Sector benchmarks are calculated from consolidated division performance where 
each contributing division is weighted by an estimate of its Tourism Product Ratio5 (TPR) 
as published in TSA2002. 
                                                 
5 Statistics New Zealand, TSA 2004, 2002 Table 4, P40, June 2005 
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 Chapter 4 
Summary 
Benchmarks are a support instrument for policy and planning analysis. Accessing financial 
information aligned with visitor activities has previously been a difficult task due to confidentiality so 
reliance on activity based measures such as customer volumes, market share or estimated turnover has 
often been the next best alternative. However activity based measures do not inform on financial or 
economic sustainability and correlate poorly with the creation of wealth – without which investment 
and growth decline.  
 
The provision of both peer and exemplar divisional financial performance benchmarks provide a 
starting point for policy or planning performance monitoring over significant time periods. 
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